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On the Radial Spreading of Water 

Waves' 

R. E. Meyer and M . C. Shen 
Brown University 
Providence, R. I. 

ABSTRACT 

The axially symmetrical spreading of waves into water at rest and of uniform depth at 
large distances from the centre of the disturbance is studied. The long-wave equations pro-
vide a plausible first approximation, but on grounds differing from those previously advanced 
for their justification. In particular, the wave length need not be large compared with the 
depth. The approxi mate solution of the nonlinear equations is derived for the initial phase 
of the motion in which the amplitude is small, assuming that any bores occurring are weak 
at the large radii considered. 

Introduction. The mathematical foundation of the long-wave equations has 
been greatly elucidated by Friedrichs (1948) and Ursell (1953) for two-
dimensional water motions. The following concerns an essentially three-
dimensional motion to which these arguments are not easily applicable. The 
enquiry is restricted to the motion at large distances from the centre of the 
disturbance, where the long-wave equations are shown to be again the plausible 
first approximation, but on ground so markedly different from those envisaged 
by Friedrichs and U rsell that the full argument is brief! y given in an Appendix. 

A particularly puzzling feature of the argument leading to the nonlinear 
form of the long-wave equations is that it specifies the order of magnitude of 
the wave slope, but not that of the wave height or wave length. Nonlinear 
long-waves of small height, and perhaps even of wave length small compared 
with the water depth, thus appear possible. Indeed, a wave spreading into 
water at rest must have an initial phase of small surface elevation, and a strict 
first-order description of this phase is derived to show that its duration need 
not be small. 

The situation is complicated by a known internal inconsistency of the non-
linear long-wave equations connected with bore formation (Stoker, 1957). 

1 The work here reported was supported by the U.S. Office of Naval Research. 
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However, consistency can be achieved by fitting weak bores as discontinuities, 
and the results for the spreading wave are given below. Examples show that 
the first bore may, but need not always, overtake the wave front. 

Long-Wave Equations. Consider axially symmetrical surface waves on 
water of uniform undisturbed depth h. Lett*, r* and z* denote time, distance 
from the (vertical) axis of symmetry and height above the undisturbed surface 
level. Then the equations of continuity and motion are 

au• u• aw• 
-a• +--.-+ -a -•= 0 , r r z 

au• * au• * au• I ap• 
at• + u ar• + w -az• = - - -a • 

f! r 

aw• • aw• • aw• ai• + u ar• + w az• (3) 

where u•, w• and p• denote radial velocity, vertical velocity and pressure, 
and f!, g the constant density and gravitational acceleration. For a wave invading 
water at rest, the motion will be irrotational in its early stages, at any given 
radius, so that 

au•/az• = aw•/ar•, (4) 

but the neglect of viscosity in ( 1) to (4) will limit the time during which 
these equations are adequate in all respects. If z* = C* (r*, t*) is the equation 
of the surface, and if the effect of pressure differences in the air be neglected, 
the boundary conditions are 

p• = o and ac•;at•+u•ac•;ar• = w• at z* = C*, 

w• = oat z* = -h. 

(5) 

(6) 

The long-wave concept has been based by Friedrichs on the assumption of 
a relevant horizontal scale large compared with h, but his definition of this 
scale from the initial free-surface curvature is not germane to a wave spreading 
into water at rest. Observe, however, that the study of three-dimensional 
motions entails a feature not present in the two-dimensional case, since it 
involves the study of disturbances of initially finite extent and hence, of the 
phenomenon of amplitude decay with distance from some effective centre of 
the original disturbance. It is therefore a realistic feature of the motion here 
considered that a natural origin of the horizontal coordinate is defined a priori, 
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and a large horizontal scale appears automatically, if, for simplicity, the enquiry 
be restricted to the motion at radii 

r• >.. h/e, (7) 
where e is a small parameter. 

If the governing equations are to be simplified greatly, further assumptions 
are needed. 2 It is plausible that the "strength" of the motion should decay as 
the wave spreads. Now, the main physical parameter entering into the equa-
tions, and dominating the character of the motion, is the gravitational accelera-
tion. Accordingly, the ratio 0 of fluid to gravitational acceleration will be 
adopted here as measure of strength and it will be assumed that 

g-1 D { u•, w•} /Dt• = 0 { <p, (t•), <p, (t•)}, 

0 = as l (8) 

where D/Dt• = fJ/ot•+u•o/or•+w•ojoz• and l<p;(t•)I are two bounded 
functions which are not everywhere small (i. e., one of them assumes the 
value unity at least once). An alternative approach, in terms of the wave height 
c•, would be to assume 

ac•;at• = e(gh)½ <p3(t*), (9) 

instead of (8). Finally, we follow Friedrichs and Ursell in assuming a propaga-
tion speed of the order of (gh) 1 . 

A series expansion argument like Friedrichs', or a consistency argument 
not tied to power-series (Appendix r ), now leads to the conclusion that there 
are only two alternatives. The first alternative is that 0/e r, as e o, and 
the first approximation to the solution of (r) to (6) should satisfy the non-
linear "shallow-water" equations 

au au ac 
- + u -- + - = 0 
at or or ' 

ac ac (au u) - + u - - + ( I + C) -- + - = 0 of or a r r ' ( I 0) 

where r = r*e /h, f = t*e(g/hF, u = u*(gh)- !, C = C*/h. The second alter-
native is 0/e o and the first approximation should satisfy the linear shallow-
water equations 

au ac -·-- + -- = 0 
of or ' 

fJ( au u 
-- + -- +- = O 
of or r ' ( I I) 

with r = r*e(h, t = f* e(g/hf½, u = u*e(02 gh)-;, C = C*e/(0 h). 
2 Friedrichs' approach involves such assumptions implicitly th rough the choice of nondimensional 

variables. Of course, when it becomes possibl e to analyse the motion from its initial conditions through 
the early, very nonlinear stages and through the intermediate stages, then the asymptotic behavio r will 
become predictable, and such further assumptions will be eli minated. 
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Neither argument is rigorous. In particular, both fail to assure the uniform 
validity of the conclusions at all r*>h/e, and indeed the solutions of (10) 
will be shown in general to possess singularities of (eg)-1Du*/Dt*. But it will 
also be shown that these can be removed by the fitting of bores, and ( 1 o) 
then becomes consistent in the sense that r*(gh)- 1Du*/Dt* remains finite for 
all r* > h/e, except within the bores. 

Wave Front Approximation. The assumption 0/e-+ o has been seen to 
imply that the relative wave height C*/h -+ o. It is notable that the assumption 
0/e-+ 1 is also compatible with that of small wave height. Indeed, since the 
water motion is continuous, there must exist a time interval, at any chosen 
radius, in which 

for arbitrarily small o. The extent of these time intervals depends on the cir-
cumstances; their minimum duration at any fixed r will now be shown to be 
O(oh½c1g-½), if the motion is bore-free or possesses only weak bores (as is 
plausible at large radii), and no restriction on the duration will be found im-
plied by (12), if the representative wave length is O(oh/e). 

Observe that the small-amplitude restriction ( 1 2) differs from that envisaged 
by U rsell. The small parameter o arises from a restriction of our attention to 
an early phase of the motion and does not introduce any new limitation on the 
fluid acceleration or surface slope. Indeed, e and o are unrelated, and it ap-
pears that the long-wave equations ( 1 o) may be applicable to motions of wave 
length small compared with the water depth! 

At first sight, substitution of ( 12) in ( 1 o) would seem to lead back to ( I 1 ), 

but closer study shows the real effect of (12) to be a limitation of the enquiry 
to that early phase of the motion which has the character of a progressive 
wave. This emerges clearly from a calculation of the fluid acceleration pre-
dicted by ( 1 o) and ( 12 ), assuming a bore-free motion ( Appendix 2 ). Let 

c = ( I + C) ½ > 0 , oc=2c+u, {3 = 2C-U 

and let ~, 'Y/ be parameters labelling respectively the "advancing" character-
istic lines dr/dt = u + c and "receding" characteristic lines dr/dt = u - c, with 
~=tat r = I and 17 = 2 ton the "wave-front" r - I = t. Then (Appendix 
2) of all the first derivatives of u and C, only ooc/8~ can be)) o, and the motion 
is therefore a generalisation of a "simple wave" (Stoker, 1957) in which all 
but one such derivative vanish identically. The explicit first approximation 
for the fl. uid acceleration is found to be 
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Du• Du e,gx-1 a, (~) 
Dt* = e,g Dt = I - 3(x- 1)a,m' 

xi= r = e,r* /h, 

if order terms be omitted, where a, (t) is the value of ac;a t at r = I . . 

The velocity and wave shape predicted by (10) and (12) are (Appendix 2) 

for o 2 2 ~0 , where y(~) = ~! a, (r)dg' (so that y[t] = C[t] + 0 [0 2
] at r = 1) 

and ~o denotes any positiv e number such that 

I y ( ~) I := o , 

If a, ( ~) is monotonic, ~0 = 0 ( o), but if a, ( ~) is a flu ctuating function of 
suffi ciently short period, then (16) may not imply ~o« 1. The radius and 

time are given implicitly by 

r(~,'Y/) = 1 +'YJ/2 - D, t(~,r1) = 'YJ/2+D (1 + O[o] ), 

D = -! [~ - 3(x- 1)y(~) ] [1 + O (o)], X' = r, 
l (. 71 

and for fi xed r, the interval oft corresponding to (16) is 2D(~o) = O(~o), 
and that of the real time,O (~oh) c 1g-~). For y > o , D (~) may vanish for some 
r > 1 , but this is connected with the occurrence of a bore. 

Bore Prediction. The approximation just obtained is generall y a formal one, 
since the acceleration ( 14) is singular at 

d = 1 + 1/ (3cr,[~J) 

on any line = constant on which a,(~) > o. Such singulariti es indicate the 
formation of advancing bores (Stoker 19 57 ), which may be represented ap-
proximately as discontinuities of u and C. When first formed, a bore will be 
weak, and if formation occurs at r > 1, it may be expected to remain weak, 
in view of the decay of u and C with radius. Simil arly, if a bore forms at r < 1, 

it may plausibl y be expected to have become weak at r = 1, if e, be chosen 
sufficiently small. It may then be conj ectured, since it has been shown (Mahony 
1956) to be highly plausible in the analogous gas-dynamical case, t hat the 
formal soluti on described above furnishes a fir st-order approximation fo r the 
water motion on both sides of the bore. 3 The development of the bores may 
then be analysed following Whitham's (1952) method. 

l It is not certain ( M ahonv 1956) that more than the fi rst bore can be reliably predicted on this basis, 
and any calcula ti ons on other bo res will be: offl! rcd on ly as rough indications. 
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Let a subscript 1, refer to quantities at the bore, and for quantities discon-
tinuous across the bore, let subscripts 1, z refer respectively to the limit-
ing values on the outer and inner sides of the bore. Any bore "point" 
(r,,, t1,) then corresponds to two points ( ;1, 'Y)1) and ( ; 2, ri2) in the character-
istic plane, and 

The bore strength may be defined as v = (vb - u,)/c1 - 1, where (gh) ½ v1, is 
the velocity of propagation of the bore itself, and expansion of the conditions 
of conservation of mass and momentum (Stoker 1957) in powers of v gives 

/32 -(3, = o(v3), 

Vb= -}(u1+c1+u2+c2)+o(v2) 

(20) 

for an advancing bore. The four conditions (19), (20) may be related to the 
formal, "bore-free" solution by integrating (34) to (36) with respect to ; 
from ;, to ;2, for fixed r, and they then become conditions relating ;,, ;2, 
r1, and v. 

If o .S. ; 1 .S. ; 2 .S. ;o and r1, is bounded, it may be shown in this way that 

X1,-I =(; +O[c5J)(;2-;,)/(y2-y1), 

V = ( ! + 0 [J]) X1,-
1 (y2 - y,), 

~::(r- y,:y
2
)d;=O(c53), 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

where Yt = y(;t), For finite rb, therefore, the bore strength v = o if, and 
only if, y2 = y, and ; 2 = ;, = X, say, and then (21) reduces to (18). Con-
versely, if u and C are to be single-valued functions of r, t, then the formal 
solution of (10) must be modified by the fitting of bores forming at the radii 
given by (18) on all the characteristic lines ; = X corresponding to positive 
maxima of a,(;). As X - ;1 increases, ;2(;1), xb(;1), v(;,) are determined in 
turn by (23), (21) and (2t), fb is then found from (17), and 

The bore height (2 - C, thus increases to a maximum and then decreases, as rb 
increases, while the bore velocity may increase or decrease toward (gh)½. As an 
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example, the details have been computed for the case of a surface elevation 
C(t) = y(t) = -o'J3(t/o) at r = 1, where '] 3 denotes the Bessel function of 
the first kind and third order (Fig. 1 ). The first three bores are formed re-
spectively at ~/o = 6.17, 12.9 and 19.4, r = 10.2, 16.4, 22. I and t = 11.2, 
17.4, 23.1, and the heights and velocities of the first two bores are shown as 

Figure ,. 

functions of the bore radius on Figs. 2, 3. The results indicate that the first 
two bores may merge at rb > 4000. 

Depending on the wave shape at r = 1, xb may remain finite as X - ~' 
increases to X, and the bore then overtakes the wave front = o and advances 
into the still undisturbed body of water. From that time onward, ~' 2 o < 
~1 2 ~a, and for bounded rb, the same analysis leads to 

.10 ~--------,----------,-----~ 

.08 t-/- -'t----- -+-- -------+-----l 
C,-C, 

8 
.06 H----'\----+----------+-- ----l 

Figure 2 . 
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10 100 1000 

o ,--,----,--...,,-,--,-rrc~J::=:r:::r:~=r===r-~ 

- .005 1-------- - +-----,,,','--------+--

v. - I 
-8-

- .01 

- .015 ~-------~--"------'-------' 

Figure 3. 

xb- 1 = (; + O[oJ )y,-• ~:'ydL 

~' = [~,-2y,-,~:'yd~J(1 +O[oJ), 

175 

As an example, the first bore of a wave of height C(t) = o']J(t/o) at r = 1 

was found to overtake the wave front at r = 74; the bore height and velocity 
are shown Figs. 4, 5. 

Although the formal solution is a uniform approximation at all r > I, it 
permits an evaluation of the bore conditions (19), (20) only for rbo2 (< 1. An 
extension of the formal solution to a second-order approximation was found 
to extend the range of rb over which (19), (20) can be evaluated, but not to 
arbitrarily large rb. In order to obtain a reliable asymptotic bore description, 
it is therefore necessary to follow Whitham's (1950) approach and study (10) 
and (19), (20) for larger and small v, without the restriction (12). Since wave 
height and water velocity can be assumed to decay asymptotically, an analysis 
similar to that of Appendix 2 is possible, and the main features of the above 
predictions are recovered. In particular, for a bore remaining within the wave 
(~1 .:::. 0), the asymptotic strength is v = O(rb- •o), but for a bore overtaking 

l. 

the wave front, jJ = O(rb-io) and tb+ I -rb =~I= O(r;o). In the latter 

case, the customary prediction of wave arrival time on the basis of a propagation 
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,04 

,02 ~ -----1~----~-------------J-- --, 

Figure 4 . 

,04,-------..,.------,---------r-----7 

,03 i-----~.-----+---------i------7 

v0 - I 
T 

0 
10 10 0 1000 

Figure 5. 

speed (gh)½ may therefore be significantly in error even for a weak bore; it 
may arrive earlier than so anticipated by a time interval O(s-lo[r*/ h]¼[h /g]½). 
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APPENDIX I 

A rigorous derivation of tractable first approximations to ( 1) to (6) has been 
possible only in rare cases. The following analysis, however, will give the 
implications of the assumptions (7), (8) with considerable consistency and 
clarity. There are three physical constants, viz. h, g and I?, available for the 
formulation of nondimensional variables. The simplest nondimensional ve-
locity is thus u*/co, where co = (gh)½, but other choices are possible, e.g. 
enu*/co, where n is any real number, and the general choice is f(e)u*/co. Hence, 
write 

r* = Rhr, z* = Zhz, t* "" Thc0 - 1t, t.• = Hht., l 
* * p 2 c~ gh, j 

(24) 
u* Ucou, w* Wcaw, p + egz = ecop, 

where the small letters without asterisk denote nondimensional variables 111-

dependent of e. For definiteness, postulate that these be bounded and not 
identically zero, and that the first derivatives of C, u, w, p with respect tor, z, t 
be finite. The capital letters denote nondimensional scale ratios which may 
depend 013, e, and the limits of which, as must be essentially determined 
by the equations and physical assumptions. They will be fully determined, if 
only the limits o, 1 and oo be admitted. 

Certain immediate conditions are the following. Since boundary conditions 
are prescribed both at surface and bottom, no generality is lost in taking Z = 1 . 

Since w does not vanish identically, (6) implies the same for ow/oz, and 
by (1), WR/U = y-J~oo. Since gravitational waves are to be studied, elimin-
ation of g from (3) is inadmissible, whence 

P-J+oo. (25) 

Since our interest is in surface waves, any limit implying C == o is to be ex-
cluded, whence by (5), 
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H/P-f+ oo, 

and it follows from (25) that 
H-/+ oo. 

[20,3 

Now introduce (7); then by (24), and it follows from (4) that 
and then from (1), (6) that +z)(au/ar+u/r). The 

postulate of a propagation speed of order co implies r*t /(t*r) = O(co), i.e., 
1. Hence, 

Du*/Dt* = sgU[au/at+ Uuau/arJ = 0gcp1, 

Dw*/Dt* -~ s2gUy[aw/at+ Uuaw/ar+ yUwaw/azJ = 0gcp, , 

and (8) states that (cp; + cp:) be bounded and not identically zero, as 

and The equations (2), (3), (5) therefore tend to 

aw U aw U aw 0 -P ap (
29

) 
Tt + UTr + y w~ = ys2u'P• = ys•U az' 

Pp(r,H?;,t) = H?;(r,t), (30) 

Hat;/at + UHuat;/ar = - U(1 +H?;)(au/ar + u/r) . (31) 

Suppose U- 1 then P/U by (25), and (28) would imply u(r, t) 
which cannot correspond to a spreading wave. Therefore 

U-/+ oo, 

and it follows from ( 28), ( 29) that 0 <p, / ( e U)-f+ oo and 0cp2 / ( s• U) -!+ oo, and 

since <p~ + <p: - /+ o, this implies U s/0 -/+ o and 

e/0-/+o. (33) 

Now suppose 0/(s then (28) implies 1 because cannot 
correspond to a wave spreading with finite speed. Moreover, (28) and (29) 
show that and and if P-/+ o, then p 
and by (30), which cannot represent a spreading wave. But if 
then by (26), and (31), (28) reduce to au/ar+u/r = au/at+uau/ar 
= o, i.e., u "" o, contrary to assumption. Therefore, e U/0 1. 
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Finally, turn to (31), recalling (32), (27). If then and 
and if then and ru tends to a function only oft . 

Neither limit can represent a spreading wave, so H/U 1 . It follows from 
(26) that P/U-/+ o, and then from (29), that As before, p (t) 
leads to an inadmissible limit, so by (28), Substitution of these results 
in ( 28) to (3 I) shows their limiting form to be either ( 1 o) or ( 11 ). 

As a by-product, (33) indicates that the ratio of wave height to wave length, 
characterised by iJC*/iJr* and hence, by 0, cannot consistently be much larger 
than the ratio e of water depth to observation radius. 

APPENDIX II 

Apart from the error estimates, the solution of ( 1 o ), ( 1 2) quoted earlier may 
be obtained by an application of Whitham's ( 1952) hypothesis. A strict deriva-
tion, with er'ror terms, may be given as follows. If t, r1 are used as independent 
variables, ( 1 o) becomes 

iJr/ar, = (u + c)iJt/iJ'YJ, aa/a'YJ + r- 1ucat/ar, = o, (34) 

iJr/iJt = (u-c)iJt/ iJt, iJ{:J/iJt + r-•uciJt/iJt = o, (35) 

by ( 13). Let 

2 a = r½iJa/iJt 2. d ap;a,1 (36) 

2 A- 1 aA/iJ'YJ = 5 ;._-, iJa/iJr1, 2 s-, a B/at = 5 ;._-, ap/at, 

AU ~ HiJt/iJt Bf/ = ;._ H t/iJ'YJ (37) 

with }. = 4 c = IX+ f3. Then cross-differentiation of (34), (35) leads to 

AiJU/iJ11 = -3r·-i)._-•B//a, (38) 

a (A a)/iJ 'YJ = { ;._ - -~ .A2 U H -r-• u-r + r- ½(c - u) iJa/iJ'YJ] , (39) 

BiJ///iJt = - 3 r-H - •AU-r, (40) 

a ( B.) I at = {- )._ - B 2 
// [ - ~ - r - ' u a - r- ( C + u) a fl I at] . ( 4 I ) 

In consonance with the asymptotic interpretation of (Io), the water motion 
will be assumed known at r = I and predicted for r > I . The water may be 
taken to be at rest at r = I fort .'.: o, and it will then remain at rest for r - I .:".. t . 
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For simplicity, assume the motion to be bore-free at r = 1, then a u/o t and 
ol;/ot are bounded there, and the same follow s for I al and iAUi. 

Now restrict attention to the region LI of the ;, 17-plane covered by the 
lines; = constant on which (12) holds for all r > 1. Let U,(;) and a,(;) 
denote the respective values of U and a at r =• 1 and t = ; , let x2 = r, and 
normalise A,B to be 1 + O(o). Then (38), (39) lead to the estimates 

U(;,11)- U,W - (12+0[o])~adx, 

a(;)(1 + O[o]) - a,(;) = C3
2+ O[o])~x-•U(doc+; udf3), (42) 

where the integrals are taken at constant;, from x = 1. It follows that x-• IUI 
remains bounded for all x > 1, and the estimates reduce to 

Since;= tat r 1, (34), (35), (37) and (12) give U,W = 4 + 0(0), and 
since -r( o, 17) = o, the solution of (40 ), (41) is similarly estimated to be -r = 0 ( o), 
// = 4 + 0 ( o), if o; o as c5 o. The first-order description of the first deriv-
atives of oc, {3, and hence also of fluid acceleration and wave slope, is thus 
complete in LI, so long as a, ( ;) ) ) c5 and c5; o, and ( 1 4) follows. 

To obtain the velocity, note that 

by (13), (35), (36). Since (42) can be transformed into 

a(1 +O[o]) = a,+(?6 + O[o])~xu(U/x)d(1/x) + O(o2), 

by (34), with the integral understood as before, and since u(o, 17) = o, the 
first of equations (15) follows when ; O(c5); and it can be extended to 
; -~ ;o by the help of ( 1 6) and Picard's uniqueness proof (Hilbert-Courant, 
Vol. 2, 1937). Next, oc(;, 17) is obtained from (34) to (37) and (43) by integra-
tion with respect to ; , for fixed r, and the second of equations ( 1 5) then 
follows from ( I 3). Thus LI is the strip o :5.. ; :5.. ;o. Finally, ( 1 7) is obtained 
from (35), (37), (43) and (12) by integration with respect to ;, for fixed 17 . 
It may be noted that the approximation is uniform for all r > I, since the error 
terms do not contain positive powers of r. 


